
Hummer Activity

Wiley

Eskiboy
Danny Weed
Oi Dan, let's go to town
Balling out
Yo

This is hummer activity
H2O, I don't mean a hummer limousine
I'm getting to the point where Mike recorded Billie Jeans
That's why when I'm not around, she misses me
I'm a star in the sky, some know what I'm about
I've got stars that I breaded G (g, g, g)
No, you can't bury me
You can't even hold that handgun steadily
This is DB9 activity
When I go carnival, I can't, that's pissing me
Hope you heard my new tune, cool, no missing me
So it don't matter if I hear man dissing me

This is GSX-R750, R6 black too
On the street activity, I earned that much
Stack cash quickly
Told them before they can't get rid of me
This is boy from the hood acitvity
Now I am the big man, I can part the river
Beware of my new stance
Stand and deliver, see
I can pull a fast one and I can pull the trigger
But I see a new picture, and fam it looks bigger
From decks and a mixer to live, I'm a winner
I can feed my kid's dinner
And that's what I mean about stand and deliver
Yo
This is airport activity

Sitting in the lounge, black card facility
Changing pounds into anything except dollars
Ain't gonna lift my spirits up, that's pissing me
This is Wiley on the row activity
If you see Wiley on the road, act differently
They wanna keep me on the road you're kidding me
Try to stop me but they can't do a thing
I'm the king it's only eight months in

Ever since gangsters, I've met a lot of pranksters
Talking about how they're gonna draw for the ting
I see the same dudes in the dance trying to front
With the bad man stance but they can't do a thing
Because I'm with the ones that will blast at your clique
Fade out in the whip, she's the last with the ting
I got the country locked down
They tried to rule me out
Then I ran up on the mainstream, saying "what now?"
You would've liked it better if I was locked out
But I can make cheddar and lock your block down
I know the chicks that dropped their tops down
Get in my new whip and I drop the top down
I'm in the chart, got the number one sound
Better phone up George, give me a number one now



Because I'm the number one kid
Whoever's number one, I'll split the number one's wig
Today, with bars, spraying fam
What you saying? You're the number one kid?
If hats or medals, I would have the number one lid
If it was space, I would have the number one ship
Number one clothes, number one yards
Number one phones, number one kicks
I can pull number one tricks
Ask [?], we're the number one clique
I can travel around and find a number one chick
Trying to stop my money, what a number one prick
He's a number one prick, he's a number one prick
Trying to stop my money, what a number one prick
If hats or medals, I would have the number one lid
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